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About The Presentation

● We’ll explore field-tested secret techniques to cheese web 
challenges in CTFs

● All are (usually) not disallowed by the rules
● Going from the well-known and trivial techniques, to 

obscure and technical ones
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Techniques Overview
1. When you can’t solve a challenge, find the password of those who did
2. You might have heard of XSS, XXE, XS-leaks, but have you heard of 

XCS?
3. How to make a crypto challenge out of a web challenge
4. Why giving an RCE on shared instance is a terrible idea
5. How to make a pwn challenge out of a web challenge
6. Force your competitors to solve the challenge for you (or slow them down 

with a diversion)
7. Yet another reason PHP was a mistake (novel technique!)



Bruteforce Players’ Passwords

Technique #1/7

AKA: When you can’t solve a challenge, find the password of those who did
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Respect The Rules!

● Trying this on the platform will get you banned (bad if your team 
is aiming for a high ranking)

● Try this technique on challenges with authentication
● Quite common in web challenges, goal is usually to steal 

admin’s account or become admin
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What Is This About?

● People are lazy, hackers are no exception
● Consequently: creating an account is usually done in 5 steps:

○ Put something in the “username” field such as “asdfasdf”
○ Select and copy the inputted username
○ Paste in in the “password” field
○ Tell itself “heh it’s fine”
○ Click on the register button
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How To Flag?

1. Wait for a few teams to solve the challenge
2. Find a simple passwords wordlist, usually rockyou.txt is enough
3. Brute the login form (Recommended: throttle requests, use a single 

connection, change User-Agent to fake a browser)
4. Try all the valid credential sets you get until one of them has the flag
5. Profit!



Use-Case Example

Challenge: Mouldy Locks

From: Midnight Sun CTF 2023 Quals

Author: avlidienbrunn











How To Mitigate?

● Authors tend to add 
password restrictions (eg: 
min password length)



Introducing: Insobank
From: Insomni’hack Teaser 2024

Author: @plopz0r



Let’s play “Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?”















Bruting Recipe

● Take first entries from rockyou.txt



Bruting Recipe

● Take first entries from rockyou.txt
● Repeat it in password until its length is 15+







Cross-Challenge Scripting

Technique #2/7

AKA: XCS



Cookies Moment
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Cookies Moment

● Cookies are shared across ports on a same host
● Cookies on ctf.insomnihack.ch:9001 can be accessed from 

ctf.insomnihack.ch:9002 !

RFC 6265: HTTP State Management Mechanism
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How To Exploit

● CTFs often have one or more client-side challenge
● Most of the time, stealing cookie is enough to flag
● We send the bot of challenge 1 (ctf.insomnihack.ch:9001) to a page 

with an xss on challenge 2 (ctf.insomnihack.ch:9002) !
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A Few Prerequisites

● The bot must use the remote url instead of the docker dns or a local 
ip

● There must be another challenge where either XSS or RCE is 
possible

● We must be able to send the bot on an arbitrary page
● Challenges must be hosted on the same ip (if same ip but different 

domains, check if both challenges can be accessed from same 
domain or ip)



Use-Case Example

Challenge: GeoGuessy

From: LakeCTF Quals 2023

Author: me

Solves: 11 out of 213 teams

(Credits to @adragos_ for sharing 
the unintended solution!)
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Situation

● chall.polygl0ts.ch:9010 hosts 
challenge “Digestif”

● Digestif has an XSS in it
● chall.polygl0ts.ch:9011 hosts 

challenge “GeoGuessy”, a 
client-side challenge
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How To Cheese

1. Find XSS on chall.polygl0ts.ch:9010 (“Digestif” challenge)
2. Prepare weaponized URL to get cookies and exfiltrate them
3. Send URL to bot of chall.polygl0ts.ch:9010 (“GeoGuessy” challenge)
4. Use admin cookie to get flag
5. Qualify for LakeCTF finals



ZipCrypto and revenge files

Technique #3/7

AKA: How to make a crypto challenge out of a web challenge
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What is a “revenge” Challenge?

● Sometimes, (and as you saw in this 
talk) there are unintended solutions

● As organizers(not the CTF team):  What to do?
● Multiple possible actions - One of them 

being releasing a new fixed version
● Generally an OK decision, though not 

perfect because of points inflation
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But There’s an Issue!

● Problem: Players can use diff to get 
the solution on the original challenge

● Solution: Protect the source of the 
revenge challenge with a password!

● Pitfall: Using zip encryption
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How To Crack

● Introducing: bkcrack !
● Awesome open-source tool, 

works super well and is easy to 
use

● Only requires 12 bytes of the 
plaintext



Challenge: Sayeha

From: ASIS CTF Finals 2023

Author: parrot409 (@parrot409)

Solves: 9 (out of 703 teams)

Use-Case Example
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Situation

● Challenge has been cheesed
● Revenge version (Sayeha Revenge) is out, source zip is 

encrypted with a password





Fun Fact: Kalmarunionen did the same



stealing exploits on shared 
instances with RCE

Technique #4/7

AKA: Why giving an RCE on shared instance is a terrible idea
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What are Shared/Personal Instances?

● Some challenges require 
isolation between the players

● Some CTFs provide 
instancers, creating a separate 
challenge instance for each 
players

● Problem: requires a more 
complex infrastructure, 
sometimes not available for 
challenge authors to use

Berg CTF Platform by NoRelect
(check out library.m0unt41n.ch !)
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How To Cope?

● Usually, dangerous impacts such as RCE are not part of 
intended solution

● If present anyway, mitigations such as low privileges, or 
read-only FS
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Is It Enough?

● Usually: yes but no
● Sometimes work to prevent players destructing the challenge
● Problem: many new exploit vectors arise
● Example: monitoring all commands executed to steal the 

solution



Use-Case Example

Challenge: findianajones

From: Midnight Sun CTF 
2023 Quals

Author: avlidienbrunn
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Situation

● Challenge is on a shared instance
● We could execute any binaries without any arguments
● To get flag, we needed to execute “./flag_dispenser GIVEMEFLAG”
● We had an idea for an exploit, but we need to find the php session 

folder location (blackbox + non-default)













chromium n-days
&

old image builds

Technique #5/7

AKA: How to make a pwn challenge out of a web challenge
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About The Technique

● Can be used against 
client-side challenges (eg: 
XSS is required)

● Chromium is often used. 
Problem: It has bugs

● Solution: Install latest version
● Pitfall: The version is the latest 

at the moment of the build
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So What?

● Do not trust version on local build! Challenges images are often built 
before they are used!

● Instead, try getting User-Agent directly from remote to identify version
● Once remote version is obtained, look for relevant Chromium bugs
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My Go-To Chromium Bug 1 (Thanks to @kevin_mizu for sharing this with me!)

CVE-2023-4357 (XXE)

● works when sandbox is disabled (common in CTFs)
● Gives you local file read, usually enough to get flag
● Works even with --js-flags=--no-expose-wasm,--jitless  

(common in CTFs, trying to mitigate RCEs)
● Works with versions prior to 116.0.5845.96 (~August 2023)
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My Go-To Chromium Bug 2 (Thanks to @NearBeteigeuze for sharing this with me!)

Issue 1472121

● Requires absence of --js-flags=--no-expose-wasm,--jitless
● works when sandbox is disabled (common in CTFs)
● Gives RCE
● Works with some versions up to 117.0.5938.62 (~September 2023)
● exploit by madStacks (@madStacks3) available on his blog: 

https://www.madstacks.dev/posts/Start-Your-Engines-Capturing-th
e-First-Flag-in-Google's-New-v8CTF/



Demo time!!
Challenge: OOPArtDB

From: HackTheBox web challenges

Status: retired since January, patched 
after @0x22sh also found and reported 
the unintended solution

Author: Strellic (@Strellic_)

Difficulty: quite high



Exploit other users (XSS)

Technique #6/7

AKA: Force your competitors to solve the challenge for you (or troll them)



Time to reuse some slides!
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Respect The Rules!

● Trying this on the platform will get you banned (bad if your team 
is aiming for a high ranking)

● Try this technique on challenges with authentication XSS
● Quite common in web challenges, goal is usually to steal 

admin’s account or become admin
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About The Technique

● When there are XSS on shared instances, the author should make sure 
someone’s payload doesn’t affect another player

● Problem: sometimes they just don’t ¯\_(ツ)_/¯



Demo Time!!

Challenge: Hack the eBank

From: DefCamp 2023 - Hacking Village

Author: not specified

Difficulty: blackbox & guessy af
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Attack Plan

● Objective: get an admin account
● Could send message to other users
● XSS possible in the message
● Cookie has HTTPOnly, but website 

has a password reset feature!
● XSS everyone -> callback with 

account email + password reset



Demo time!!?



Story time!!

Challenge: Huzzaa

From: OpenECSC 2023 - final round

Author: ? (competition page down)

Difficulty: broken af







php:apache header cancellation

Technique #7/7 (novel technique!)

AKA: Yet another reason PHP was a mistake (novel technique!)



Common-Knowledge Technique

● PHP has this cool feature of not 
being able to send headers 
once it started sending data in 
the body

https://book.hacktricks.xyz/network-services-pentesting/pentesting
-web/php-tricks-esp#http-headers-bypass-abusing-php-errors



Common-Knowledge Technique

● PHP has this cool feature of not 
being able to send headers 
once it started sending data in 
the body

● Well-known, many challenges 
about this technique
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Is PHP Broken?

● Yes
● But not that much. On production, it is well-known 

warnings/errors must not be disabled
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However, It Keeps Happening

● In real life: People don’t know about it or forget
● In CTFs: people don’t care, and it’s enabled by default for 

php:apache docker image (used all the time for PHP)



Can we do better?

● Technique only works 
in specific cases, can 
we make it more 
powerful?

header not sent 
exploitable

header sent
not exploitable

header sent
not exploitable



Can we do better?

● Technique only works 
in specific cases, can 
we make it more 
powerful?

● We’d need to cause a 
warning before the 
very first line

header not sent 
exploitable

header sent
not exploitable

header sent
not exploitable
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Time to explore PHP internals!

● Objective: find a warning that respects the following conditions:
○ Must be sent before interpreting the page code
○ Must be achievable through an HTTP request that can be 

“crafted” by the attacker
○ Must be achievable through an HTTP request that is a 

navigation
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searching manually would take an entire day
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Where to start?

● PHP has a lot of places where warnings or error happen, 
searching manually would take an entire day

● Most are caused by misusing functions, such as fopen
● Instead, focus on what is done before interpreting the code, and 

that can be controlled in a request



Perfect candidate: superglobals
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Very quickly, many promising candidates

$_GET

$_POST

$_FILES



Very quickly, many promising candidates

$_GET

$_POST

$_FILES

maximum 1000 parameters

maximum 1000 parameters

maximum 20 files



Demo time!

Dockerfile

index.php



This was a challenge on my twitter!

The following people managed to find the 
solution:

todo: credits + tweet screen

●



use-case example

Challenge: leakless note

From: SekaiCTF 2023

Author: Strellic (@Strellic_) and Larry 
(@EhhThing)

Solves: 5 out of 981



Context:

● Strellic needed challenges for SekaiCTF 2023
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    header("Cache-Control: no-cache, no-store");



Context:

● Strellic needed challenges for SekaiCTF 2023
● Because Strellic is lazy, he took one of his old challenge and 

added

    header("Cache-Control: no-cache, no-store");

● “Perfect!” thought Strellic, “Now the solution is completely 
different!”
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So how do you cheese that?

1. Find an exploit of the original version of the challenge 
(@arkark_ wrote and shared one! <3)

2. Append “?” + 1001 times “x&” to the url the bot will visit
3. Run the exploit just like it was the original challenge
4. Get flag



● Example we’ve seen involved breaking additional security 
measures, such as CSP header or Cache-Control header

Ok but is there anything cooler with this technique?



● Example we’ve seen involved breaking additional security 
measures, such as CSP header or Cache-Control header

● What happens when php doesn’t send a Content-Type header?

Ok but is there anything cooler with this technique?







It is well-known that display_errors should be set to off on production.

While php:apache has it enabled by default, making it commonly enabled 
in CTFs, scanning 19’274 domains with a BBP/VDP tells us ~99.92% 
webapps had it disabled (or didn’t use PHP or had a nice WAF).

The PHP ecosystem will not die, yet

Note: Cool to use in CTFs, but likely limited impact in real-life



And that’s a wrap!

If you have questions or simply want to contact me:

Twitter: x.com/pilvar222

Discord: pilvar

Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/phildour

Thanks for listening until the end! <3

http://x.com/pilvar222
http://linkedin.com/in/phildour


Questions?


